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historian, and comprehends Canadian fears of Anglo-Ameri- 
can encroachments in the interior. Rawlyk shows that the 
rising French empire rested on false strategy due in part to 
complicated relations with the Indians. Building on his ex- 
cellent book, Whitehall  and the Wilderness (1961), Sosin 
shows how traders and land speculators consistently frustrat- 
ed efforts of the British government to put in practice a policy 
regarding the trans-Allegheny West. As he points out, the 
American government after 1783 tried the same policy but 
was beaten by the same forces. In the sixth and last essay, 
“The Advance of the Anglo-American Frontier, 1700-1783,” 
Thomas D. Clark takes a realistic view of the “all-but-faceless 
horde” of westward moving settlers who only later “achieved 
identity in the tracings of family genealogists” (p. 80). 

Each in its own way these essays discount the Revolu- 
tionary mythology so dear to the hearts of New England 
historians. 

Callison College, Richard W. Van Alstyne 
University of the Pacific 

A N e w  A g e  N o w  Begins: A People’s History of the American 
Revolution. By Page Smith. Two volumes. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976. Pp. x, ix, 1899. Maps, 
bibliographical note, index. Set, $24.95.) 

These handsome .volumes are fresh and unpretentious in 
style and monumental in scope. One hundred twenty nine 
chapters, though not so designated, travel the “long journey,” 
as Smith calls it, from Jamestown through the Revolution. 
Some fifty-five of these chapters are not specifically military 
in content; rather they maintain and sharpen the reader’s 
awareness of Revolution related events. In keeping with his 
“ingrained prejudice against footnotes” (p. 1833), Smith 
provides none-the absence of which the professional may 
oft times regret, though there is never any doubt about the 
author’s command of the literature. A brief bibliographical 
note reviews the primary sources used in the work. Twenty- 
four maps of major military campaigns, compiled and drawn 
by an unidentified Colonel Carrington, provide limited use- 
fulness. Proofreading errors are few. 

There is much more than just historical narrative to 
entertain and instruct. Smith chides, even scores, fellow his- 
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torians for  advancing traditional interpretations with which 
he disagrees. He often, almost as an aside, moralizes with the 
reader. Occasionally he adds a touch of psychohistory as 
illustrated by comments about Generals Gates and Charles 
Lee (p. 1417). Colorful vignettes of many personalities, 
among them Francis Marion (p. 1437), provide an intimate 
flavor to the discourse. Smith admits that  “Monday-morning 
generaling like Monday-morning quarterbacking is a tempt- 
ing exercise” (p. 795), and proceeds to yield on numerous 
occasions to the temptation. In studied fashion he engages 
in probables; he sometimes indulges in “second-guessing,” 
and “what-ifs.” These “extras” develop a lively, thoughtful, 
and provocative mix. 

Of course, all the differences of opinion existing among 
historians about the Revolutionary era are  not here laid to 
rest. George I11 continues to be a villain “though a very 
decent villain as villains go” (p. 1823). The British, at least 
parliament and the ministry, manage to be arrogant and 
inefficient and to blunder consistently and misjudge reality- 
not exactly a Gipsonian interpretation. To announce simply 
that Robert Morris, the so called financier of the Revolution, 
“made a great fortune in that role” (p. 1366), ignores and 
discredits his total contributions to the Revolutionary effort. 
Those who thought Francis Vigo was Italian might be sur- 
prised to read about “a Spaniard named Vigo” (p. 1200). 
Loyalists are  given rather short shrift and fare  rather badly 
--suggesting that  here at least historians tend to follow 
victorious armies. 

Smith shows how ‘(a loyal British subject [had] been 
changed into a furious rebel” (p. 14).  He further seeks 
to explain “how this collection of astonishingly diverse individ- 
uals, from a dozen countries and twice as many religious 
sects and denominations, spread out over a vast territory 
and coalesced into a nation and eventually into a united 
people” (p. 46) ,  and he adheres to and persuasively develops 
that  subject. Finally he fulfills his promise “to listen care- 
fully and to reflect upon the meaning” (p. 1838) of the words 
and actions of the men and women involved in the events. 

Since Smith contends that  “it was the rising of the people 
. . . that  was probably the most striking fact of the American 
Revolution” (pp. 270-71), one is not surprised to find him 
writing: “it has been my purpose to take it [the Revolution] 
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away from the academic historians, the professors and return 
i t  to you [the people]” (p. 1815). Well, the people have it, 
but the professors, too, will find this “long journey” a profit- 
able, at times exciting, and often a novel experience. 

Indiana State  University,  
Terre Haute 

Donald B. Scheick 

Eagle and Sword: The  Federalists and the Creation o f  
the Military Establishment in America, 1783-1802. By 
Richard H. Kohn. (New York: The Free Press, 1975. 
Pp. xx, 443. Maps, illustrations, notes, essay on sources, 
index. $13.95.) 

Time has a way of erasing blemishes and romanticizing 
the unromantic. Never has this process been more apparent 
than in this era of America’s bicentennial. Bicentennial fever, 
with its alarming symptoms of verbal inflation and hero wor- 
ship has struck. As a result millions of Americans are busy 
paying homage to the Augustan age of the Founding Fathers 
when saintly giants ruled. 

Richard H. Kohn is not one of these uncritical celebrators. 
A generation or two ago Kohn might have been called, with 
some distaste, a “debunker,” implying that he had selectively 
used evidence to undermine maliciously a well accepted 
“truth.” ‘In fact, of course, Kohn is no debunker but a care- 
ful historian whose book traces in well documented detail the 
beginnings of the American military establishment. 

That America needed an army after the Revolution was 
apparent, but what kind, militia or regular, and of what size? 
On one side the Nationalists (later the Federalists) favored 
a strong central government and a regular army. Their op- 
ponents, the Anti-Federalists, saw in a regular army a poten- 
tial weapon of dreadful tyranny and raised the old Whig cry 
of “No Standing Army.” 

It is likely that many Americans today share in the 
teleological fallacy that history is about the successful and dis- 
miss the notion that the Federalists ever planned to use the 
army for political purposes simply because they never did. 
Kohn points out that  this is not the case and that some high 
Federalists, Hamilton included, were caught up in such a 
frenzy of suspicion about Republican activities in the 1790s 
that  they might well have used the army to suppress their 




